Healthcare and
Care Worker Visa
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collyer bristow Healthcare and Care Worker Visa

For applicants
who will work
for the NHS /
NHS suppliers –
the Tier 2 Health
and Care Worker
V isa:
Who qualifies for the Health
and Care Worker visa?
To be eligible for this visa, a worker must:
•

be a qualified doctor, nurse, health

•

professional or adult social care professional;

have a certificate of sponsorship from the
employer;

•

work in an eligible health or social care job;

•

work for a Home Office approved employer

at least £20,480 - or more if the job’s ‘going

(the NHS or its suppliers);

rate’ is higher.

•

be paid a minimum salary (varies by role) but
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Costs for application

•

•

Applicants can apply for 3 or 5 years (after
5 years they may apply for permanent
residence).

The application fee is £247 for a 3-year visa,
and £479 for a longer visa.

•

There is no Immigration Healthcare surcharge
on the Health and Care Worker visa route.

•

Our firm’s costs are £3,200 (ex VAT) for
preparing and submitting an individual

What the applicant
must provide with their
application

application. For either bulk or consistent
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How long is this visa?

repeat visa applications, a different fixed fee
may be agreed between the parties.

The following must be provided with every
application:
•

Certificate of sponsorship number;

•

Evidence of required medical qualification or
training;

•

Proof of knowledge of English (e.g. English
language test, degree taught in English, or
nationality of English speaking country);

•

Valid passport;

•

Job title and annual salary;

•

Job occupation code (from Home Office list);

•

Employer name and sponsor licence number;

After submitting the
application
•

The applicant will need to provide their
biometrics (photographs and usually
fingerprints) in person at a visa application
centre. Different countries have different
providers of these services, and their costs
vary by location. They will also need to provide
their supporting documents, either in hard
copy or more usually by an online upload.

The following may be required in particular
circumstances:

How long does it take?

•

Evidence of sufficient savings (Min- £1,270

A worker can apply up to 3 months before they are

held in a bank account for 28 days before

due to start their role. The Home Office currently

submission of application) to support oneself

quotes a 3-week decision time from providing the

in the UK (unless certificate of sponsorship

biometrics.

shows that employer can support them);
•

TB test (certain countries of origin are exempt);

•

Criminal record certificate(s) from any
countries lived in over past 10 years (most roles
on this visa require this);

•

Ecctis reference number to verify non-UK
qualifications.
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Current SOC
codes for
Healthcare
roles under
the Sho rtage
Occupation
Skills List are
as follows:
•

2211- Medical practitioners- all jobs

•

2221- Physiotherapists- all jobs

•

2212- Psychologists- all jobs

•

2222- Occupational therapists- all jobs

•

2213- Pharmacists- all jobs

•

2223- Speech and Language Therapists- all jobs

•

2217- Medical radiographers – all jobs

•

2231- Nurses- all jobs

(including radiotherapy practitioners/

•

3213- Paramedics

technologists)

•

6141- Nursing auxiliaries and assistants – all jobs

•

2219- Health professionals not elsewhere
classified – all jobs
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Workers for private care cannot apply for a Health

Care workers are a “shortage occupation”,

and Care Worker visa but can apply for a Skilled

meaning there is no need to demonstrate a

Worker visa, of either 3 years or 5 years duration.

genuine vacancy (unlike most Skilled Worker

This visa can lead to permanent residence in

roles). This also means that they have a lower

the UK after 5 years of working here, subject to

minimum salary (depending on the specific role).
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For applicants
who will work
for a private
care provider –
Skilled Worker
v isa
complying with other criteria. The principles and
processes for applying are similar to the Health
and Care Worker visa.
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•
•

1181- Health services and public health

As with most roles under the Health and Care

managers and directors – all jobs

Worker visa, criminal record certificates will be

1242- Residential, day and domiciliary care

required.
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Current SOC
codes for care
work under
the Sho rtage
Occupation
Skills List are
as follows:
managers and proprietors – all jobs
•

6145- Care workers and home carers

Our firm’s costs are as above. The application fee

•

6146- Senior care workers- all jobs

is higher, at £479 for a 3-year visa or £943 for a
longer visa. Applicants will also need to pay the
Immigration Healthcare Surcharge, a mandatory
charge for access to the NHS, at £624 per year.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT

Charles Avens

Charlie Fowler

Head of Immigration

Senior Associate

+44 20 7216 5568

+44 20 7470 4512

charles.avens@collyerbristow.com

charlie.fowler@collyerbristow.com

collyerbristow.com

@COLLYER_BRISTOW

@COLLYER-BRISTOW-LLP

@collyerbristow
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